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Synopsis: In some languages (at least Mandarin, Korean, and Japanese), the counterparts of many/much 
and few/little in the predicate position give rise to an associative reading of a DP. As shown in the various 
degree constructions in (1) from Mandarin, while syntactically the Q-adjective dūo ‘many/much’ 
predicates the proper names Zhāngsān and Lĭsì, they are interpreted as ‘the students Zhangsan taught’ and 
‘the students Lisi taught’.  
 
(1)      shūodào       jīao-gùo    dė   xúeshēng, 

speaking-of teach-EXP REL students                                        ‘speaking of students that were taught’ 
 a. Zhāngsān bĭ  Lĭsì dūo.   

 Zhangsan   bĭ  Lĭsì many            ‘The students Zhangsan taught are more than those Lisi taught.’ 
b. Zhāngsān hĕn  dūo.  

Zhangsan very many                                                      ‘The students Zhangsan taught are many.’ 
c. Zhāngsān hàn Lĭsì yīyàng    dūo. 

Zhangsan and  Lisi the-same many   ‘The students Zhangsan taught are as many as those Lisi taught.’ 
 
This effect is not seen with gradable adjectives of quality (e.g., smart); in (2), the proper names Zhāngsān 
and Lĭsì can only be interpreted as the individuals Zhangsan and Lisi respectively.  
 
(2)      shūodào       jīao-gùo    dė   xúeshēng, 

speaking-of teach-EXP REL students                                         ‘speaking of students that were taught’ 
a. Zhāngsān bĭ  Lĭsì  cōngmíng.                                                       ‘Zhangsan is smarter than Lisi.’ 

Zhangsan bĭ  Lĭsì   smart           ‘the students that ZS taught are more than the students LS taught.’ 
b. Zhāngsān hĕn  cōngmíng.                                                                                ‘Zhangsan is smart.’ 

Zhangsan very smart                            ‘ the student(s) Zhangsan taught is/are smarter than Lisi’s.   
c. Zhāngsān hàn Lĭsì yīyàng   cōngmíng.                                         ‘Zhangsan is as smart as Lisi.’ 

Zhangsan and Lisi the-same smart    ‘the student(s) ZS taught is/are as smart as the student(s) Lisi taught.’ 

 
This contrast is unexpected under previous research on Q-adjectives, according to which they are treated 
on par with a gradable adjective of quality (Bresnan 1973, Hackl 2000, Nakanishi 2004, a.o.). One 
possible solution to the examples in (1) is to assume that syntactic reduction of some form occurs within 
these DPs. Analyses of these lines however leave unexplained the lack of the associative reading in the 
case of gradable adjectives of quality.  
 Another possibility is to assume that predicative Q-adjectives pose a non-atomicity (Hackl 2000, 
Pancheva 2012, a.o.) requirement on the DP they are predicated of, and the associative reading in (1) 
results from coercion on either the denotation of the Q-adjectives or that of the subject nominal in order to 
avoid the failure of satisfying the non-atomicity requirement. Assuming that coercion is a ‘last resort’ 
operation (de Swart 1998, Grano and Sawada 2009), analyses along these lines wrongly predict that when 
a DP satisfies the non-atomicity requirement, the associative reading does not arise: in (3), dūo is 
predicated of the plural DP Zhāngsān-dė xúeshēng-mėn; yet, an associative reading arises, and this DP is 
interpreted as ‘the money of Zhangsan’s students’.   
 
(3) shūodào      shū , Zhāngsān-dė xúeshēngi  hĕn  dūo,   nĭ    qù xìang tāmėni jìe  
      speaking-of book ZS-POSS         student-PL  very many you go from  them    borrow  

lit. ‘Speaking of books, the books of Zhangsan’s students are a lot; you can go borrow from them.’ 



 
Analysis: We suggest that the solution to the association effect observed above and the contrast between 
the Q-adjectives and the gradable adjectives of quality should lie in lexical meaning of the Q-adjectives or 
the functional head that is associated with them. In current theories, there are two possibilities to achieve 
this, both of which rely on an additional relation argument in the syntax and semantics of the Q-adjectives. 
 
Bresnan-Hackl-Nakanishi style: In a Bresnan-Hackl-Nakanishi  style analysis of Q-adjectives (Bresnan 
1973; Hackl 2000; Nakanishi 2004), English many and few, just like other gradable adjectives of quality, 
are of type <d, <e, t>>. On the basis of this, we suggest that Mandarin Q-adjectives differ from gradable 
adjectives of quality (and English Q-adjectives many and few) in the argument structure: instead of 
operating on an individual x directly, the measure function μ in the denotation of the Mandarin Q-
adjectives dūo/shăo operate on the unique plural individual that stands in a relation R with x. We assume 
that Q-adjectives in Mandarin, in addition to a degree and individual argument, carry a relation argument 
and hence are of type <d, <<e, <e, t>>, <e, t>>> (see (4)). The semantic value of the relation argument R 
is contextually determined and may be made salient by the sentential adverb speaking of … . In cases 
where the associative reading does not arise (e.g., (5)), R is an equivalence relation (i.e. λx. λy. x=y).  
 
(4) [[ dūo ]]  =dd. R<e, <e, t>>. xe: ATOM(y[R(x)(y)]). μ(y[R(x)(y)])d 
(5) Zhāngsān-dė       xúeshēng hĕn  dūo 

Zhangsan-POSS   student     very many                      Intended reading: ‘Zhangsan’s students are many.’ 
 
With the lexical meaning in (4), the semantic composition of (1b) is illustrated in (6), where μ, instead of 
operating on the individual Zhangsan, operates on the unique group of students that Zhangsan taught.  
 
(6) a. LF of (1b): [AP POS [AP 1 [ZS [AP R [AP d1 [AP dūo]]]]]] 

b. [[ POS ]] =λD<d, t>. d[dMIDDLE-GROUNDCD(d)] 
c. d[dMIDDLE-GROUNDC(y[R(ZS)(y)])d]    (where R=λxe. λye. y is a student and x taught y) 

 
Rett-Solt-style analysis: based on Rett (2008) and Solt (2009; to appear), English many and much are 
semantically bleached (see (7a)). Instead, it is the functional head MEAS that maps individuals in 
comparison to degrees. Along these lines, the observed association effect may be captured by assuming 
that the functional head MEAS in Mandarin (and others), unlike that in English, takes an additional relation 
argument (see (7b)).  
 

(7) a. [[ dūo/much/many ]]  =dd. I<d, t>. I(d)  
b. [[ MEAS ]]  =xe. R<e, <e, t>>: ATOM(y[R(x)(y)]).dd. (y[P(x)(y)])d        

 

With the lexical meanings in (7a, b) and the LF in (8), the truth conditions (6c) may be derived for (1b)  
 

(8) LF of (1b): [POS [AP3 1 [AP2[[MEASMANDARIN ZS] R] [AP1 d1 dūo]]] 
 

Discussion: The investigation of the associative reading with the Q-adjectives in Mandarin suggests that 
empirically the comparison of quantity does not only differ from that of quality in the monotonicity of the 
dimension (Schwarzschild 2002, 2006; a.o.); in some languages like Mandarin, the distinction between 
comparison quantity and that of quality, at least along with the Bresnan-Hackl-Nakanishi style semantics, 
may be reflected in the argument structure of a gradable adjective and can be seen at syntax.   
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